Transcript do Input - ING8_04UN10 - ORALIDADE:
Vídeo/Áudio: Ellen and Kaley Cuoco Play ‘Heads Up!’
Link: h
 ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eOgi-yh2b9g
Transcrição:
Ellen: We’re back with Kaley Cuoco and we’re going to play a… this is my brand
new app and thanks to everybody who’s downloaded it. It’s still the number 1
app out there, so… It’s so much fun! Alright.
Kaley: Alright.
Ellen: What’s fun, you’ll see, is that you get to record it, so if people are acting like
fools, you get to put it on you Facebook and send it out. Alright, so we’re going to
do ‘animal noises and impressions’, so I’m going to do that… Alright.
Kaley: Get ready! 3, dear God, 1… OK. Moo!
Ellen: A cow!
Kaley: Yeah! Yeah!
Ellen: Oh, sorry!
Kaley: Correct! [imitates an elephant]
Ellen: Elephant?
Kaley: Yeah! [imitates a seal]
Ellen: A penguin? No, not a penguin...
Kaley: Pass!
Ellen: Alright!
Kaley: Oh, dear lord. I did this in my yoga. [ imitates a flamingo]
Ellen: Flamingo!
Kaley: Yeah! [imitates a crab]
Ellen: Gorilla? A gorilla?
Kaley: Pass! That’s a hard one… Ribbit! Ribbit!
Ellen: Frog!
Kaley: Yeah! I was trying to be a crab!
Ellen: A crab?
Kaley: That was hard!
Ellen: Oh? Yeah!

Kaley: I could have done that for a crab.
Ellen: Yeah. Alright.
Kaley: I don’t know why I felt the need of...
Ellen: Yeah, let’s watch the video. Let’s see... I want to… What was the thing when
you were doing that with your…
Kaley: Oh, a seal. How was I supposed to do that? I was doing whiskers.
Ellen: [imitates a seal]
Kaley: Oh, sorry, sorry. I’m very bad at that.
Ellen: And the noise?
Kaley: I thought seals made those sounds…
Ellen: No.
Kaley: And then I thought they moved like that.
Ellen: No. Not a penguin.
Kaley: Apparently, I’ve never been to a zoo in my entire life.
Ellen: Alright, alright. So...
Kaley: Oh, my God, this is so funny.
Ellen: C
 ock-a-doodle-doo!
Kaley: Rooster! Chicken!
Ellen: Yeah! [imitates a chimpanzee]
Kaley: Monkeys, monkeys, monkeys...
Ellen: Smarter than that!
Kaley: Smart monkeys! A chimpanzee!
Ellen: Yes! [imitates a horse]
Kaley: Oh, a horse, a horse!
Ellen: Yep, yep! Oh, I’m going to put something in my pouch… and hop around...
Kaley: Kangaroo!
Ellen: Yeah! You’re so careful with that. Hee-haw! Hee-haw!
Kaley: A donkey, a donkey!
Ellen: Quack, quack!
Kaley: Ducks, ducks, ducks!
Ellen: Yeah! I’m going to go as slow as I can...
Kaley: ( xxx) Anteaters!

Ellen: And then you can use some of my wax to put on your car...
Kaley: An old, old…
Ellen: I’m real, real slow...
Kaley: Slow… a snail! A snail!
Ellen: There’s fish around me, but I am not a fish.
Kaley: But you’re not a fish!
Ellen: I can swim...
Kaley: Oh! A jellyfish! [Time’s up] They seem slow, they seem slow.
Ellen: A turtle!
Kaley: A turtle! Duh!
Ellen: Yeah… The turtle wax, it goes on cars, so… anyway!
Kaley: God! I’ve never cleaned a car, so I don’t know…
Ellen: Alright, the Big Bang Theory...
Kaley: That was hard! You did a great job! You did a great job!
Ellen: I love that I said ‘not fish’ and you went ‘jellyfish’. The Big Bang Theory airs
Thursdays at 8 on CBS. We’ll be right back! Kaley Cuoco!

